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WHAT MAKES WORK 
ESSENTIAL? 

HOW DOES A PERSON’S 
WORKPLACE AFFECT 
THEIR LANGUAGE? 

WHAT JOBS DO WE 
ENVISION AS ESSENTIAL 
THAT ARE NOT SEEN AS 
SUCH, OR DO NOT YET 
EXIST?



ESSENTIAL ESSENTIAL 
WORKWORK



poems

Cody Israel
Hannah Treasure
Jerry Lieblich
Anneysa Gaille
Will Wilkerson
AJ Stoughton

Joshua Wilkerson
Peter Soucy

illustration

Anneysa Gaille

laundromat photographs

Britttany Laurent



These poems and images celebrate the 
creative work produced by those who attended 

Essential Work, a virtual event hosted by Flatbush 
Commons as part of our ongoing virtual work-

shop and study group series.

Essential Work invited attendees to explore read-
ings by “essential worker” poets, such as physician 

William Carlos Williams and factory worker 
Lizhi Xu, as well as poets writing about money 

and work, like Bernadette Mayer, Cameron Quan 
Louie, and Hoa Nguyen. 

Using these poems and questions as inspiration, 
the group engaged in a discussion facilitated by 
community member and poet, Hannah Treasure 

on October 27, 2020. 





I WILL 
DO JUST 
ENOUGH
TO SHOW 
THAT I AM

INEXHAUSTIBLE

Cameron Quan Louie, The Perfect Employee







CODY 
ISRAEL



TO INFINITIVE AND BEYOND

Why am I doing this? Failure
To stand and deliver
That deliverable due EOD.
To dress primp and proper
According to company code.
To make it on time 
To the 8, 12, and 12:34 meetings
To prove your leave of absence is real
And not a no-good plot
To tell your boss you’d be late
When you know your boss 
Hates Colored People
And the time they take







CODY 
ISRAEL



CAT CALLING

Sneakers laced, hoodie up
Shuffle past fiend preaching 
Kid runs from mom playing lotto
Like she aint lucky enough. 

“Employee of the month” crawled out
Sprawled, splayed on jumbo ramen  
Pedro on the grill was runner up
They all understood their roles.

Bought a $5 card for 21 minutes
Chat up my cousin in Kingston for 15
Ask to spend the last 6 on speaker
To breathe in the sound and listen to the sky.





我就那样, 站着入睡
DID I - JUST LIKE 
THAT - STANDING

FALL ASLEEP?

Xu Lizhi, 我就那样站着入睡



HANNAH 
TREASURE



FELLOW CREATURES

Just as the bookshelf collectively sings
I tell Nori I will get her out from that couch.
I use just like a star then if you want me to stay.
The sand of my old room is singing.
I am singing for the chili oil I leave as gift.
And the notebook I mistake for the edge of my keys.
I’m so lonely I sing until my bag fills with tomatoes
then the streets, tomatoes, the color red
which keeps my neck warm.
The cab driver’s beaded parrot on the rear view.
He helps me lift my bike into the trunk
then laughs, because it is light.







JERRY 
LIEBLICH



HOLOENT
after Joy Harjo

Listen
for archaea,
choanoflagellates, 
organelles who hazard

juxtaposition; for eusocial
hymenoptera, mycorrhizal
ligatures — songs

of intimate strangers.  Put
ears in my stomach; hear
the floral more than
half of me with zero
human DNA.  Who sings

for the three billion lost birds’
billions of billions of lost
microbiota?  For
they, like you, were

achievements
in relationship.



THE SONGS OF THE
SILENCE ARE THE

THEY ARE THE



GUARDIANS OF
MOST POWERFUL 

MOST RARE

Joy Harjo, Singing Everything







ANNEYSA 
GAILLE



THREE (or more as needed) TIMES A WEEK

Having left all walls
While he slept and I snuck

Mom busies breeding heart
With promised heaven leaving

Us a letter song tablet sung yes

There’s an ah 
There’s a beh
There’s a phephhh

Fuck see and dee etcetera 

That salmon hued octopus is propaganda 
Worry not about alphabetical or personal order

Screech away speechless dear
Earplugs were not forgotten tonight 













5. WALK WITH
A CANE

VERY SLOWLY
SAYING
“HMM...”

Hoa Nguyen, Ritual for Attracting Money



WILL 
WILKERSON



UNTITLED

Coffee cup between my knees,

past electric street lamps past the church left at the elementary 
school,

lollipop man salutes from his folding chair

It’s happening again. Night’s close behind

Past the stop sign, the plane wreckage,

Cool cracked window wind. I should have stuck with the trom-
bone

Hardware store, water tower. What’s a few minutes over

Weep over lemon crate in the walk-in

I shit on your indifference. Treasure the moments of not-yet-there,

yet-but-here. Ink burst in apron

Receipts demagnetizing fingerprints slowly

Take the exit South, then first exit on the right

Pull into nondescript spot beside dumpster

Finish remaining coffee. Dash indoors



BY THE ROAD TO THE
UNDER THE SURGE 



CONTAGIOUS HOSPITAL 
OF THE BLUE

William Carlos Williams, Spring and All



AJ
STOUGHTON



LIFE IS A LIST OF SPRINTS

It’s all my blitz my eyes 
all Pynchon, since I’m reading
deep dive into light, the line 
length reflects attention 
and its span, like I can’t 
notice the smaller influence
of squinting, I explain my sunglasses
to my students, in a daydream
that makes me skip them for this
and all future sessions, keep thinking
there’s some acronym for postconcussion
syndrome, accidentally saying
I have PTSD in these daydreams
sans detail machine, the world is a list
if you step furthest back, if you 
attack the problem via groupchats
to which it doesn’t belong, suddenly
the solution is public, you could say,
uh, I am screensharing my innermost thoughts
with you, to my girlfriend, I could also exhaust
the podcasts, the problem is simple, the solution
simplistic: I simply need job security, 
seriously, my students tell me, I need
to stop looking at screens 









IF YOU’RE
OLD ENOUGH 
TO READ THIS
YOU KNOW

WHAT WORK IS

Philip Levine, What Work Is



JOSHUA
WILKERSON



SVENGALI BULB

after the rain
leaves sing, to work
or to walk off
a stomachache, typed
the nothing for hours 
scattered sidewalk a 
lost paper wind at
night in deep space sang
the triumph of moss, to type
“I cannot translate this 
music” mistranslates the 
whole day, proves the song
I wish I had 
more songs, dumb 
pressures under the
sidewalk, stupid to 
forget to miss 
song before this, rosy 
lack to prolong this
hand just missed the 
doorknob in the nothing
my work and I have eaten of
a flock of songs cresting 
purple sirens after 
work you wake 
up it’s still it’s
still work



PETER
SOUCY



HOMOLOGATED NAP

Song of granola yogurt
Song of seismic pen name
Song of being paid to sleep
    everything else is free



PETER
SOUCY



IT’S TECH HOUR, I’M FALLING

Across from my office zone
two blocks from the bakery
eyes through the construction
it’s 9:06 am, I’m closing my 
house, emptied. Gano Street
recordings of themselves, retire
where The Beach Boys played
to a windmill on the peninsula 
bridge, a refining plant, next
the exit toward Cape Cod
maneuver inches from Audi
I’m before another four lane 
highway, Admiral Street exit 
window in Boston, the child
has fallen out into the grey
median, another gas leak

dissolve one of us, when
we are the same age, my car
and I, box me in as I start to
close my eyes clutching teeth
tractor-trailer and at least four
lane switches too fast, I-146
yells at me for pushing my
dad’s friend put-together 
who reminds me of all my
bald men, single pump gas
station before pulling up 
I cross the Blackstone twice
the stop light off Court Street
dash, chugging water idling
fall asleep with right posture 





NO MATTER
THE FLORID,
DEEP SLEEP
AWAITS

Ross Gay, Sorrow Is Not My Name









PROMPTS
All the poems in this zine are in response to one 
of the following four prompts which were written 
by Hannah Treasure for the Essential Work poetry 

workshop.

Try them out for yourselves and send us your 
work to be included the next volume of Essential 

Work.

Email your poems or artwork to:
flatbushcommons@gmail.com

Poems included in the workshop:

Cameron Quan Louie, The Perfect Employee
Bernadette Mayer, Failures In Infinitives

Philip Levine, What Work Is
Xu Lizhi (许立志), I Fall Asleep Just Standing Like 

That 《我就那样站着入睡》
William Carlos Williams, Spring and All
Hoa Nguyen, Ritual For Attracting Money
Josh Silver, Four Exercises For the Ordinary

Joy Harjo, Singing Everything
Ross Gay, Sorrow Is Not My Name



1. Using the first line of Bernadette Mayer’s 
“Failure in Infinitives,” (“why am I doing this? 
Failure”) as the first line of your poem, continue 
a list of your failures in infinitive form, work or 
otherwise, of failures both beautiful and ugly, of 

earnestness and disgust.



2. William Carlos Williams in his book Spring and 
All often imparts his feelings or attitude toward his 
work upon the landscape. Particularly in the poem 
beginning “By the road to the contagion hospital,” 
we see images of “dead, brown leaves,” and “the 
waste of broad, muddy fields” as “sluggish, dazed 
spring approaches.” Consider your commute, 

and write a poem imparting your feelings toward 
arriving at your workplace upon the landscape as 

you travel. 



3. As Joy Harjo mentions in her poem “singing ev-
erything,” “once there were songs for everything,” 
and “now all we hear are falling-in-love songs and 
falling apart after falling in love songs.” What voic-
es should we be hearing right now? What songs or 
voices do we urgently need? Write their songs, or 

name them in a poem. 



4. Inspired by Ross Gay’s insistence on gratitude 
despite the state of the world in his book Cat-
alogue of Unabashed Gratitude, write a poem 
involving at least 20 things you are grateful for, 
without ever using the phrase “I’m grateful for...” 

or even the word “gratitude.”
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